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PREFACE

4

,.. .

The u.e of paraprofessionals in the child abuse and neglect ser/ice
delivesystem is not new. Paraprofessionals are trained aides who
work w th_professionals. Many agencies have found that the use of
paraprd essionals increases .he efficiency. of professional staff-and
allows holm to indirectly serve more clients_ The opportunity for
'using p raprofessionals exists-S4 every community and the possibili-
ties boundless. One such program which has proven to be efkec-,

tive 1 he treatmdht of child abuse and neglect is the parent aide
program. Parent aides may be, either volunteer or paid workers.

\ - .

Families Who are.experiencinvabuse and neglect problems often lack
support, warmth and understanding from their families and friends.
+Out of frustration these parents may look to their children for the
warmth and understanding they need. Children, however, are not
always able to meet the needs of their parents. .

Parent aides, in their role as "special friends," can allow abusive
and neglectful parents to experience emotional support and acceptance,
.and at the same time provide these parents with a model for change.
The parent aide, by' acting as a warm,liuuderstanding adult friend,
can help to meet these parents' needs. The parent can gradually,
begin to lean on the parent aide rather than on the children.
Ideally, because of the support porvided to them by parent aides,
abusive and neglectful parents can develop the ability to be
resonsible for their lives and the lives of their children.

A

This manual is designed for use 'by Child Protective Services, but
may be used by many other professionals in coordination with CPS.
It provides the'specific information needed to develop and d-IiiPleient
a parent aide program. It includes the goals and objectives of the
program; the roles and responsibilities of professionals and para-
professionals'; add the' reeruitment, screening and matching process.
It also provides guidelines for training, ongoing supervision and
prograd evaluation.

I
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rvnikr IS A PARENT {AIDE PROGRAM
t

Since abusive and neglectful parents generally have sdftAed emo-
tional depriVition as children, they need tb experience a relation-
ship iadOhich their dependency' needs are meet, they are accepted as
worthwhile individuals, they are able to establish trust in another
person, and they are helped to, achieve independence. A well-trained
and supervised parent aide can provide this type of therapeuticire-
%lationship, The major emphasis Of the parpnt aide,prOgram ,is
-plaoed on the development of this type of nurturing relationship.
.Relationships between parents and parent aides are informal and
long-term, generally lasting'between 12 and 24 months. This re-
lationship, once developed, can be used as a vehicle for resolving
family problems, such as inappropriatechild'reaing practices.

Professional constraints suet' as high caseloads and the formality
of the worker-client relationship may inhibit the development of
this kind of relationship. Parent'aides, on the other hand, can be
trained ill sufficient numbers to work on 'a one -on orb basis with
A4ividual fam4ies. In addition:, the informality of the relation-
ship allows th0 to be-friends to the family and supportive of the
family.

In addition,,,parent aide programs are a cost effective means of
providing treatment to abtisive and neglectful families. Parent aides
can be either volunteers or part -time paid aides. As volunteers they
would receive little or no remuneration except possibly for expenses
such as.gasoline or special gifts.. On the other hand, indigenous,
nurturing individuals who cannot afford to volunteer their time could
be paid at least minimum wage. In addition parent aides can be trained. '
and supervised with minimal Cost to the agency.providing the service.

GOALS OF THE PARENT AIDE PROGRAM

TVg primary goal is to help abusive/and neglectful parents change
unhealthy pattern of behavior toward their children to one

which Will enable them to liolas a healthy, functioning family unit.

Sdbsidiaw goals include:

High risk situations are neutralized.

Parents.develop the'ability to trust and establish
support systems within the community.

fr
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The
i
parents learn social skills; t

.

. .

-
The.parents1 self-estepm improves.

c.

... . ,.

The i
7% r

p arent's are able to recognize mpe ding -
Allik

rises and develop theskills to'dedl. with "
them efectively.

go Children are seen as''individuals with thoughts,

'feelings and needs.
, .

Pe ,

'The patents derive please from being la h'
. .

0 ,- their 05.1d.
.

Child rearing techniques improve.
, ,-. , 1f. ,

'In cases where the child has been removed, the
chileis retur5ed as soon as pbsSible.

- '
'

017 The chilli will not experience'abuse or neglect

. in the future.

OBJECTIVES OF THE 'PROGRAM

When ents' demonstrate the following behaviors, the goals'of the

program have .been reached.*. .

Parents, have transfer their dependency 'needs
4

fro%the child to therparent,aide. This mani-
--,feifi4Iglfoin a deci.ease in the _number of

aIuse'..and-neglect inciden s and ta-marked in

crease"itrequests for agristgnce..from theme

parent aide during crisis sitgations.

., *aching out to neighbors', fifiendi,:relatives
. and/br helping organiptions in times of

and. stress replaces the primary dependence

- on the parent aide. The ability to reach_put

I.

L

-

* Schmitt, B. D. and Beezley, P. Thy Long -Term Managenbneafthe

Child and Family in Child Abueeand Neglect. Pediatric Annals, 1976:

2
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tooth s is evidenced through discussion with '
the' pa ents, the parent aide and others involved.
Fith the parents.

A The parents are using the
e
therapy prescribed.

,They are keeping appointments and contracts,
talking freely, and indicating in.their state-
ments to the worker and the parent aider that the
therapy is helpful.

The parents are king more apiirop#ate and
t

consistent childManagement techniques as evi-
denced by their ability to discuss specific
improvements they have made in dealing with
theirr children and by the worker's, documerUa-
tion of the improvements.

As witnessed by the parent aide and /or the
worker, the perentsbaveemonstrated impulse
control when their children are being parti-
cularly difficult. The parents are also able
to tolerate the child's expressions of'negative
ftelino toward them, such asa"I hap you." .

.

The parents have aske4for advice regarding
child rearing and have displayed their ability
to implement'this advice thfough their discus-___

sions and through observations of both the
worker and the parent aide.

It is evident thrOugh the discussidn and,ac-
'tions of the parents that 'they have recognized

. and solved some of their child rearing problems.I
The parents demonstrate in both their discus=
sions and actions that their child's behavior
is congruent with,that of other children of
the same age

The parents e the awareness that the
child isfan'in4vidual with needs,* feelings
and rights of his/her own.

#

In conversations with the parent aide or . 0

''. worker, the parents speak abouethe chil& in
#vositive terms. * Glg' r

4

3

4

A
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The parents keep all'iCheduled visits dn cases
where the child has been removed from the home,

A healthy par nt/child interaction manifests
itself in the &rents' ability to approach the
child and smile at him/her during play periods.
rt is also exhibited when the child -seeks help

.from the. parents and seems relaxed and unafraid

in the parents' presence.

, .
t

.

The abusive or neglectful parent has demonstrated
improvement in all 'of these-areas and is ab]e to

recognize this improvement. It .is also eviaent

to the worker and parent aide. - ,

..

In an abusive f the passive spouse has ,d

velbped the ability to intervene on behalf of

the child. ,This is demonstrated through con- ,

versations with the parents and cIild,s well
as through observations by the parent aide and
worker. .

, ..

The'child protective.worker and other prqfes-
sionals'have documented specific improvement%
in the parents' ability to cope with crises, :.

L.. including:
.

Np

the parents no longer experience
numerous,.overwhelming crises

te.

the parents are able to discuss
how they deal with crises

the parents have requested as-
sistance during crises and have
been able to utilize it

the parents have,solved specific
crises

the parents are able to recognize
situations which are stressful
and 'deal with them effectively,

averting a crisis

4
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-- ,the "parents' marriage is -ptable.angl ''
. they are able to provide each other

with emotional support, and are able
to relieve each other in child care
and housework responsibilities

. ,

-- the number and dypth of the parents'
interperSonal relationships have
increased;

_"ROLES ,AN)) RESPONSIBIT4IT1ES "
-4' I

Developing specific guidelines for the functions of the parent aide
progfam director, the CPS worker and the parent aide are necessary
if the program is to be effective. Roles and responsibilities may
differ' somewhat from those .described .here dependi von the program
design. It is important to note that if the.progr developed
and implemented outside of Child Protective Services, the program
director will have a greater responsibility for coordination.

I.

Parent Aide Program Di;dctor

The following responsibilitieslare those which the administrator of
the program must fulfillon.,an ongoing basis. If the director is
responsible-for,t4 development of the-program, additional tasks
are required. Suggestions' for planning and implementing a parent

4 aide program will be disCussed in.Chapter II.

Plan and implement.a campaign to recruit parent aides.

h

Select parent aides through an'
initial screening process and after a
thorough evaluationA.at the completion of
the training program.

Match parent aides with 'appropriate
families.

.

Train CPS worker; to carry out their re-
.sponsibilitAs in the parent aide program.

Coordinate and direct the training pro-
gram including:

0.

,

.

5
V

1'G
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`maiching the content of the training program--

to the objectives of the overall program and

the tasks performed, by the'parent aides to

fulfill'these objectives

-- compiling existing information regarding child

taltreatmentk the CPS-agency and other community

agencies; and parent aide programs; ,this 4.nfor-
oration shouMbe distributed to the parent aides

during the training :

creating behavioral objectives for pirent aides

for each training session

determining training methods

recruiting professionals from various
disciplines to provide }input at
training sessions

reviewing andlproCuring audio visual

materials and proCuring equipment
and facilities for training sessions

evaluating the training piogram,

Provide ongoing supervision Of the parent aides.

$
Provideinservice training for the parent aides.

Provide 'ongoing supervision of CPS workers in-

volved with parent aides..

Maintain records on parent aides and clients .
--..

'served.

Conduct an evaluation of the program every
six months.

Encourage,comnunity support for the program.

All of these functions will be discussed in detail in subsequent,
sections in the manual.

110
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Child Protective Worker

The following responsibilities apply'to those'CPS workers who are, .

either providing direct services or monitoring cases'where a ;

parent aide is involved, 4

Provide ongoing supervision to parent
aides, through:

biWeekily. telephone contact

- - being ava}`lable,b th during and
after work hours emergency
consultation

,offering support and encouragement.

IP

A Confer with the program director on a
regular basis.

Incorporate information regarding the
parent aide's involvement with the
family in the case file.

Parent Aide

The following is a list of roles the parent aide must perform in
order to facilitate needed changes in the client's attitude and

behavio

Establish a relationship of trust and
friendship, through:

bding caring and honest

4

showing pri1ary concern to
the parent

-- listening and offering en-
coutagement and support

- - reaching out to the parent

spending at lehst four hours
per week with the client
initially and maintaining,
telephone contact.

S

I
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Help the parent'become'involved in. activities
designed to reduce isolation and to establish
support' systems, through:

1

helping the parent locate and use
appropriate community resources

6ncouwging the parent to become.
Dvolrd in local social, recrea-
tional and educational activities

encouraging the parent to p'arti-
. cipate in different supportive

activities, such as Parents
Anonymous.

e. Encourage school and medical appointments by
providing transportdtion and/or accompanying
the parent to and m appointments.

Engage in enjoyable activities with the
parents, such as shopping and picnicking.

Provide"gvidance in household tasks, such
as meal planning, budgeting, elping with
child care needs. II

Help the parent become aware of child
development.

o' Heip the parent learn how t trovide nur-
turance'to his/her child.

Help the parent to learn appropriate and
consistent child management tedhniques,
through:

modeliqf and offering suggestions

encouraging the parent to become
involved in parent education
courses or groups.

e' Copplete the initial training program, partici-
(pate in ongoing training and supervision.and in
the' evaluative process. .

A

/-
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.
Maintain records of client contacts

.

. j
Maintain confidentiality requirements of
theagency.,,

LiMitations of'Parent Aides

The following is aglist of activities which parent aides should not
engage iri, because they would most likely inhibit the development
of a relationship with the parent and/or decrease the productivity
of the rolationsitip. Parent aides should, not:

V Beco me so I'motdonally involved in their
relationship with the parent that they

= cannot objectively assess problems.

I

Focus their attention on the
'fact, they should-not become
with the child at all unless
so by th'e parent.

child. In

involved
asked to do

Take action in emergency situations'
without consulting-a.caseworker.

ink

Discuss the abuse or negfect situation

unless the parent initiates the discussion.

Accuse the parent of being a "badu'parent.

VolAnteer advice or criticism.

Assist the parent in developing homemaking
and/or parenting skills unti. they have
developid a relationship` with the parent.

Pressure the parelit to adopt the parent
aides' style of living, Wiefs, or -
cultural patterns.

I

Give medication. r
Discuss their owl' problems with the parent.

4

1
V

2:ff
Differences Between Paraprbfessionals and-
.Professior;a1 Staff

L
,

Working with abusive and neglectful families requires O s,at.prefe-

(
sionals and paraprofessional's perform some similar,tasks, such as
developing a trusting relationship"WIth the client end 'assessing

9
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(

the needs of the family. Howeyer, there are several important'dif-:

ferenoes in their responsibilities that must be noted. Parqnt-
aides' responsibilities do not require that they be involVeV ion the

program on a full-,time basis. Also, if parent aides become aware of
abusive or neglectful incidents, they must report them to the CPS
worker. They'are not responsible for the protection of the child;
that responsibility lies with the child protective Worker. I# addition,
pare,X1,a144s may be asked to assist in the assessment of.potential
harm to the child. If necessary, parent aides may testify in court
in behalfsof the parents; howeveithey should not testify against-the
parents. c

3

`

d

11,
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PARENT'AIDE/CLIENT RELATIONSHIP*

The relationship which develops4etween clients and parent aides is
the Most important factorin the success of the parent aide program.
This relationship' passes through a number of stages, including: a
development stage, a transition stage, a partial depeRdency stage,
and a stage of independence; ending with the termination of the
formal relationship. -Exhibit I, at the end of this chapter, dep4.ts
this relationship.

_/I.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RELATIONSHIP

During the initial period of contacts between parent aides and
clients, thd parent aides' behavior should promote the development
of a therapeutic relationship. During this stage, parent aides must
make thenseiv,q readily available to the clients and reach out to
the clients in a caring manner. Parent aides should be relaxed-and--
natural with clients, and they should show the clients that, they are
concerned about them. These parents have probably never experienced
knowing someone who would really listen to them and recognize them
as individuals, and parent aides can provide this kincL of experience.
Parent aides demonstrate that their primary concern is for the
parents.: They are willing to-reach out to these clients, to provide
them with support and to make extra effort to help them. This type
of concern is novel in the lives of these parents. PaTent aides are
also very honest in their relationships with parents.

As a result of the parent aides' behavior, clients learn that they
can trust them. Clients begin to see their parent aides asdepend-
able; they realize that the parents a s' behavior is consistent and
predictable, and that they can rel d on. The clients should also
cone to believe that the parent aides care about them as individuals.
Clients begin to have,their dependency needs met by the parent
aides, thus decreasing their need to depend on their children.
This methoa'of caring continues` throughout the parent aide/client
relationship.

*Leiserson, Ellen. 'Parent Aides: An Attempt at a Collective Defini-
tion of Their Role andFunction. Presented at the National Conference-
on Child Abuse and Neglect, 1978.
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One unique characteristic of the developient stage of the parent
aide/client relationship is that parent aides are willing to give
to the clients'without expecting anything in return. And clients are
usually aware of this4wHowever, as-the.relatiolphip continues to
develop, clients often want to give,the aides something in return
for their friendship, perhaps a demonstration of/improved child
care or a personal gift. Parent aides lust learn to handle this type
of situationigracefully; they should, accept the gift from tli client,
knowing that this act of giving is part of the client's'growth.

TRANSITION PERIOD -t

, .

This stage is reached 'once the parent aide /orient relationship has

beeritestablished. The clients trust the parent aide and may begin
to test theii affections through negative behaviors-. parents

. learn that it is Acceptable to feel angry and thus sta to verbalize
angersand frustration. Parents may be somewhat hostile to parent
aides during this stage.' The parents are also learfiing that it is
possible to exercise control over their impulses, even during times
of stress.

*

,e.

-

During the transition period in the,AlationShip, parent aides'must
dncrease their support to the parents. At the same time, the parent °

aides must help the clients to set limits for themselves. The .-

focUs of the parent aides' behavior should be on the clients' capa-
.city to accept responsibility for changingftmb of theii,inappro-
priate patterns of' behavior. ,

. .

eARTIAL DEPENDENCY

This stage is the beginnlg of autonomy and improved self-esteem on
the-part of the parents. They have learned that the parent aides
will care for them as people despite their negative behaviors.
This causes the parents to be more positive about themselves, as well
as others. They become less self-critical and learn to be self-
nurturirt.

7

The parent aides at this stage should positi ely reinfqrce the new
behaviors of the parents, expecially pattern of effective parenting.

The parent aides also help the parents 1 am problem solving
techniques an i ourage the impulsive or p e reactions that

have been char fistic of the parents in the pas .

12
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INDEPENDENCE n

4

At this point in the relationship, tie parents' elf-esteem has
improved. The parents are able to recognize and avert potential
crisis situations; the parents are able, to use others appropriately
in times of stress; the parents recognize that. their children have
feelings and needs and lenjoy being with them; and the parents are
using appropriate and consistent child-rearing techniques. Thus,
thetParent has resolved the problems that brought them to the
attention of the Child Protective Agency. . .

The parent aides continue to support and care for the parents, but
begin to decrease their contact. The parent aides will also. discuss
with the parents the positive changes they have made.

Termination 4

The decision to formally terminate the parent aide/client relatiohship
should he based tin evidence that the original problems causing the
abuse/neglect have, been resolved to the point that the family can
protect the child. There should alsatne evidence thatthe parents
will voluntarily se6k,assistance when they are experiencing diffi-
culties. This decision should be made jointly, by the CPS worker,
-the parent aide and the program director.

It is important to remember that although the fcTinal relationship
will taminate, parent aides bra clients should continue to have
some type of contact.' When considering termination, parent aides
should receive a great deal of supervision. There are, however,
some. general proildures to follow when terminating the relationship.

There should be'a gradual decrease in parent',
aide/Client contact.

There should be a gdual weaning of the
client's dependence on the parent aide in
conjunction with the client's development
of other supports.

There should be a discussion between.the
- parent aide' and client and between the
CPS worker and client regarding the positive
changes that have been achieved.

The client should know that, although the
formal.relationship.has ended,Vntact with
the parent aide can be maintained.

- I
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DEVELOPING' A PROGRAM

* .

Developing a parent aide program requires' a great deal of fore-
thought and planning.' This type of program can be derived by
various agepcies, such as a mental health center, a family service '

agency; or a hospital; however, loordination with Child Protective
Services (CPS) is important because they will probably be a referral
joarce. Since CPS is most nicely to come in contact with families
who would benefit from this kind of program, it would also be
appropriate for,them to be the initiators.

The following information suggests steps in the planning process.
Steps need not occur in this order, but, all steps should be included.

Review and compile existing materials on parent aide pro-
gwes

Conduct a needs assessment

Determine program goals and objectives

Develop the program design

Establisli roles and ret5onsibilities for the program director,
CPS workers and parent aides

bevelop criteria for selection of parent aides

Develop _criteri4tker selettion of clients

. Determine referral and matching procedure

Develop training program
-- Define population

-- State training needs
--- Define goals and objective's
- - Analyze-training topics

-- Write goals and behavioral objectives for every topic
-- Determine training. hierarchy

-- Locate trainers for specific sessions
- - Assemble written material for handouts
-- Locate audiovisual material thot

-- Locate facilities and equipment

15
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Develop recruitment campaign
--'Prepare program brochure/flyer
-- Select potential resoUrces for recruitment

, Develop superviSiion process

Delielop an evaluation process°

-- Training evaluation
-- Client evaruation
-- Program 'evaluation

The exhibits on the following pages outlike the program process.

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED .
Regardless of howmuch planning and forethought is involved in

developing a program, some difficulties are inevitable. There

are, however, some ways of minimizing the difficulties program

organizers will encounter.

Developing a parent aide program requires administrative support

within the initiating agency. If agency administrators believe

the program is a necefsary and worthwhile service, they will be

likely to support organizational efforts through provision of

funds and/or allotment of staff time. A, great deal of coordina-

tion is required when the program is initiated outside Of CPS.

It will not only be necessary to gain administrative suppcft of

the local social service department, but also to gain the suppc4t

of CPS staff.

Community support may also help in the development of the program.
The support of civic and professional groups and organizations may

help to overcomloadministrative resistance. In addition, these

groups and organizations can provide assistance through donation of

funds and participation of individual members.-

In the initial stages of program development, it is important to

have reasonable expectations. It is more effective to begin'-with

a small number of parent aides, because this helps ensure ade-
quate training,, matching, and supervision.

In summary, there will always be set-bacts, but it is important

to determine ways of getting past them and moving ahead.

t's k
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IMPLEMENTING THE PROGRAM
r

Once the program design has been developed, implementation can begin.
Implementing a par& aide program involutes recruiting and screening
'potential parent aides, screening potential families, matching,
*volunteers and families, and training CPS staff.

RECRUITMENT

Instituting an effective and efficient recruitment campaign is an
important step in implementing the progras0' Community awareness is
a necessary prerequisite for recruiting potential parent aides.
Although specific recruitment methdds will be dependent on the type
of communityv.there are several standard ways through which recruit-
ment can be accomplished. Procedures involved in implementing a
community awareness grogram are clearly set out in the publication
How t° Plan and Carry Out a Success/41 Public Awareness Program on
Chid Abuse and Neglect, by the NationalsCenter 6n Child Abuse and
Neglect, DREW Publication No.-(OHD) 76-30089.

. ,

Preparation of Brochure/Flyer 41i-.4

'Preparation and distribution of a brochure/flyer describing the
program is an effective recruitment method. The brochure should
provide a brief description of: the parent aide program, responsi-
bilities of parent aidei; the time commitment, the criteria for
selection of went aides, and the name and telephone number of a
contact person. The brochure/flyer should be attractive to the
eye.' rt is advisable to have a symbol or logo which is easily
recognizableand represents the program. '

Distribution points for brochures will vary according to the commu-
nity. However, in general, brochures should be placed in public
places or in-places that attract/large numbers of peolille%, For
example, in urban areas brochures can be displayed in public libraries,
recreational centers, schools and public .ateeting places. In rural
areas, brochures/flyers can also be made 'Available in supermarkets
and laundromats.

Media
41,

Advertising through the local media is the most effective way*of re-
cruiting because it involves a very small amount of staff time, yet
reaches a large number of people. Advertisements for parent aides can
be placed in local newspapers. An advertisement such as Exhibit IV,
following this page, can bp used for this purpose; .However, a

.20
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EXHIBIT IV
A1

1

SAMPLE NEWS RELEA§E

s)

Parents'are the focus of the Layton County Department of
Social Servicei parent aide program which is designed to help
deal with family problems which may lead to child abuse or
neglect.

In this program, coordinated by the county's Child Protective
Services unit, parent aides serve as caring friends to abusive
or neglectful parents-by helping them adjust to raising a
family. Aides work with a family for a' minimum of six months,
serving as listening posts and.making frequent home visits
and telephone call lunteers who are over 21,years of
age and who are eithei parents themselves or who have extensive
childcare or social work experience are needed as parent
aides.

Training is provided and consists of eight initial sessions,
followed by inservice training and supervision. Attendance
at.the training, inservice and supervision sessions are a
mandatory part of the program. The next group of-parent
aide training sessions.will begin in March.

, . :
Persons interested in further information or in serving as
parent aides should contact Ms. White, Child Protective .

Services,. Layton County-Department of Social Services,
236-5400.

A
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newspaper article focusing specifically on the parent aide prograin

would attract even mire attention. Program staff maybe asked to
provide general information on child abuse and neglect in addition
to specific information on the parent aide progiam.

The Federal Communications Commission requires that all radio and
television broadcasting companies allototime for public service

NJ+announcements. This is an excellent recruitment resource. Usually

all that is required is submission ofa written announcement for
broadcast. Exhibit V is a sample public service announcement which

could be used for this purpose. Some television stations will
request that the parent aide program.provide a representative yiho
-would tape the announcement at the station.

Most local radio and television stations have "talk shows"'where
current issues, problems-grid interests are discussed. Since the
problem of child maltreatment is a highly charged public interest,
many of these shows will allot time for discussion of the parent
aide program. They will usually request that the program represen-
tative be an "expert" in the problems of child abuse and neglect,
so that he/she will be able to provide general information on this
as well as more specific informat. on the parent aide program.

4 Ideally, the program representati should have prior public-

speaking experience.
t.

Since the media are inundated with requests for public service announce-
ments, it is important to follow up a written request with a telephone

'call. This is, more likely to ensure the use of program announcements.
New programs would be well advised not to use the media to recruit
for a small program. While television, radio and newspapers reach
the greatest number of people, the response of,prospective parent
aides, and requests for information and speaking engagements are
likely to be overwhelming.

Speakers Bureau

Establishment of a speakers bureau is another effective Means of

recruitment. Interested members of local civic, church or social
groups can be trained to speak about the parent aide program at
meetings of various groups and organizations. These individu is

. .should have had some prior public ftpeaking experience.

The training of speakers should include basic information on child

. maltreatment. It should also provide information on the purpose and
goals of the program, the roles and responsibilities of parerit
aides, the time commitment involved, and the training program and
supervision provided for pareneaides. Supplemental reaping materiel
which focuses on child abuse and neglect and on parent Oae prbgrams'
should be provided during the training.

22



r-r EXHIBIT V

SAMPLE PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

4

,r0

Raising a family is no easy chore and for some parents it can
mean more problems than they can cope with on their own.

f you would like to 'help parents cope with family problems
Arhich may 16d them to abuse or neglect/their children,
Layton County's Parent Aide Program can be the answer.

People who are over 21 years of age and who are either
parents themselves or who have extensive child care or'
social work experience, are needed as parent aidps.

Both introductory and inservice training and supervision
are provided for parent aides.. The next session will be
offered in March.

For more information call Ms. White, Chilli Protective
SerVices, Layton County Department of Social Services,
236-5400. That's parent aides at 236-5400.

S
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Once trained, each speaker should receive a list of organizations
and groups to contact. They should also be supplied with program
brochures, or flyers that can be distributed at speaking engagements.

--Project - Oriented Groups

Direct contact with project-Alented groups s ch as chiirch groups,
Rotary Clubs, and Women's Clubs may elicit support,` including provi-
sion of volunteers and/or donation of funds. The program director or
individuals from the speakers bureau could contact and speak to these
groups. In additiqn many have newsletters which are sent to indi-

,

vidual group members. These newsletters may publicize the program
through articles or advertisements.

SCREENING

Criteria for selection of parent aides is based on personal quali-
fications rather than education or training. Because the parent aide/
client relationship in intended to be therapeutic and Squires a
great deal of emotional involvement, it is essential that the
screening process be very selective.

Characteristics of Prospective Parent Aides

In selecting parent aides, it is advisable to look for the following
characteristics.

(1.

o They should be parents themselves or should have
had extensive experience in the child care field.
Parents are preferable because they have expe-
rienced the daily joys and difficulties of raising
a child and can relate these experiences to the-
client, thus forming a common bond. They can
also use these experiences to'teach appropria e
child care.

o -They should be over 21 years of age and have at
least a high school education.

o They should have experienced a satisfying and
nurturing relationship with their own parents.

e s They should be warm, caring, flexible individuals
.who are able to reach out to others.

They should be emotionally mature, stable and
self-directed.

24 39
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They should not 4e fearful of authority figures
or have a need to assert themselves in a critical,
judgmental.or authoritarianiaanner,-

t

Prerequisites fos%Acceptance in the Prograiff -77

Prospective parent aides shOuld:

Demonstrate a feeling of. self-worth to the interviewer.

Be ableto answer,questions about their.own child-
hood and their own families to the satisfactiqn
of the interviewer.

Be emotionally mature and stable individuals
who have been successful in ailing with life
and would like to share their experiences with
others.

Have support systems in'their own lives, such
as,family, relatives, and friends.

Have the support of their friends and/or rela-
tives to be involved in the program.

Be able to maintain a warm and caring relation-
. ship with the client, but allow for independent

growth.

Exhibit self-assurance and the ability to deal
effectively with hostility and rejection.

Be experienced in nurturing others and
comfortable in that role.

Be,milling and able to commit themselves to the
prograq and be able to Spend the requisite time
with the client.

Be flexible enough to adapt to new and difficult
situatjans and be able to assist others toward
this 4nd.

I ti
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Screening Process

The screening process ma), take v'ious forms, depending on the size
of the program: There are, hOwever, several suggested steps to
follow.

,

4
&telephone conversation with program director or representative
should be conducted initialler The purpose is to provide applicants
with 'a description a, the prbgram and to determine their interest.
.If applican;s expredean interest in participating in the program, -

,

, a program brochure and application would then be sent to them.
A sample application form is ineluded in Appendix A. It is advisable
to keep a list o names, addresses andotelephdne numbers of potential
payent aides.

After receipt of the completed applications, the program director
would interview prospective parent aides. In assessing applicants,
the program director should take into account responses to individual
qiestions, as well as the total picture presented by the applicant.
The interviewer must also use his/her ability'to judge character in
selecting participants in the parent.aide,program. There are, how-
ever, several areas which should'be.covered during the interview.

The.source and extent of applicants' motivation for
participating in the program. Some questions related
to thii might include:

. -

t-

e
How did you become interested .n the wogram?

-- Why do you want to participate 'n de 'program?

-- Do yOu beliPie you can commit yourself to working in
the program even hi difficult and stressful situations?

quality of applicallts' previous and presentexperiences
h their own children, spouses, parents, and friends.

Questions related to this issue could include:

Wliat were your parent's' expectations of you as a child?
What afe your expectations of your own children?

4st

What kind of friendships did you have as a child?
4.

- What kind of friendships do you have now? Are there
people you can count on? 4,

Applicants' prejudices and biases as they may apply to
, abuse oFleglect cases. Some questions which would help
assess this include:

04
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-- How do you feel about abusive and neglectful parents?

.

Wh are your feelings about abused and,neglected
chi dren?

1

Applicants' a ity.to cope with their own personal problems.
Questions rely -d to,,this could include:

- - What kinds of problems did you experience as a child?
, 'go any of those problems affect you currently?-

How'you deal with stressful'situations?

The applicants' ability to maintain their sense of self and
also allow others to do so.

- - Identify some of,the relationships in which you have
done most of the giving? How did you respbnd?

-- How do you react in situations where another person
presents a point of yid,/ different from your own?

-- How do you react if a friend suggests that you
change plans you have made?

4
410'

The applicants' ability to d'eyelop warm;'caring relationships,
without becoming enmeshed in clients' lives. .

4, "*

- - How do you feel about caring for someone who cannot
.care back?

Do,you feel comfortable nurturing others?

-- Are you able to maintain objectivity about a friend's
problems?

Exhibit VI provides specific questions which may be asked during the
initial interview. Applicants should understand that there are no

right or wrong answers. The prbgram director should explain to all
.applicants that, if they are selqpted, another interview would be
conducted after completion of the training: ,

During training the director will be able to assess.the prospective
parent aides' strengths and weaknesses and thus their suitability for

the program. The final interview will include a discussion of the
program director's observations and perceptions of the potential
parent aides and the potential parent aides' responses to the training.

.
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EXHIBIT VI

SAMPLE INITIAL INTERVIEW

4

It is necessary to ask you some personal questions which will be kept
confidential. The purpose for asking these questions is to protect both you
and the el. t. When working with child abuse and neglect cases, your own
unresolved pro y arise betuse of the nature -anoVeriousness of the
situation.

How did you become interested in the program?
.-

1 What are'your hobbles and interests?

Does your spouse support your participation in this program?

How do .you 1 abou abusive and neglectful parents?

What are ur feelings about abused and neglected children?

How do you feel about wherher or not a woman should remain at home
when here children are young?

/low do you feel your religious beliefs would affect the parent aide/
client relationship?

Identify some of the relationships in which you have done most of the
giving. How did you respond?

How do you feel*about caring for so eone ..ono is unable to reciprocate?

How were you disciplined as a child?
441

What harsh discipline did you experience?

How do you discipline your own children?

What do you believe warrants a spanking?

What kinds of problems did you experience when you were a child? (Ask specific
questions to determine the degree of difficulty.)

What were your parents' expectations of you as a-child? What are yoUr ex-
pectations of you- own children? How are these similar or dissimilar?

What kind of fritndships did you have as a child? What kind of friendships
do you have now? Are there people you can count on?

Have there been any serious Illnesses or difficulties with the law in your
family of origin or your present family?

Have there been any alcohol or drug abuse problems in your family of origin'
or your present family?

Have any of your family members had violent outbursts of temper or acted-
out physically? - 0

-----

How often have you moved? How long do you plan to ?emain in this area?

Do you believe you can commit xourself to working in the program even in
difficult and stressful situations?

Is there any type of family you would rather not work with? Would you feel
comfortable working with a family of another race?

What are your plans for Your children when you are visiting with your client?
If you needed to respond to a crisis who would careefor your children?
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It is important to remgmber that the screening process should be very
selectixspe All potential parent aides should understand that not every-

, one is *eil-suited to participate in the program, and that it requires
a unique person to make the intense emotional investment needed. The

`decision regarding acceptance into the program will be based on the
mutual consent of the program director Ad prospective patent aide.

REFERRAL AND MATCHING PROCESS

*
Aft abusive or neglectful parent must want a parent aide if the rela-
tionship is to be successful, but not all parents are suited to par-
,ticipate in the, ogram. Exhibit VIt following this page describes
,dome criteria for

1
case selection.

0.
Child protective workers are usually responsible for case selection
and referral. The determinatiofi of the appropriateness of a case
should be made after consultation with other professionals invaVed
with a particular fimily. Once a case-has been selected, the CPS
worker would discuss the program with the fanny. The work r should
introduce the program in a positive manner, by explaihing t the
parent that a parent aide is a person they can talk to and spend time
with. The parent should4u4derstand,that the parent aide is .a caring
person who has had satisfying'relationsh4ps and who hal a lot.to give
others. -CPS workers should also dismiss with parents why they would
benefit from participating in the program. Olpoing this discussion,
the worker can elicit concerns and'afiswet questions.

.

If the family decides to participate 14Pthe _program, they should be
asked to sign a release of information form. This Would allow the
agency to provide intormation regarding the family, to the parent aide
and allow the paren .kitte to 'communicate with the agency regarding.
the'case. The family..should understand that the worker and parent
aide will have ongointAtibnicAtioit. ri order to help allay the
parents' feare't402.4fitilose of thi A llaboration should be expliDed
and parents should be epcouraied xpress their concerns and s'

questions. .

;
The worker should thenWpglete referril form,. an, example of which

is included ilAppendiR'A, and submit it to the program director'for
considerati

Ma ching
i

In order to make a successful match, the.program director must first
review the-case reco1 and then disbUss with the workerhandling the
case the reason for referral:to CPS,'the'current situation,-the
family's strengths and weaknesses, treatment goals and. objectives,

)9
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and the reason for referral to the parent aide program. Based on
this information, on the availability of parent aides, and on the
appropriateness of the parent aides for the particular case, the
director will decide if the'family can be matched successfully.

Selection of a parent aide for a particular family will be based
on the following criteria.

(71-
'Ex aminition of the needs of the parent. Does the
parent need an assertive figure or amore relaxed,
easy going person? A

Examination of the strengths anld weaknesses of a
parent aide in relation to a particular family.
Is a parent aide flexibld'enough'to meet this
family's needs?' Would a particular parentlaide
work best with a depressed client?

A peer relationship is the most effective match.
Matching parent aides and parents who are close
in age is preferable. It is inadvisable to match
a parent aide who is younger than the parent.

4 Match in terms of parent aide/parent similarities:
Are the parent's and parent aide's Children.approxi-
mately the same age? Do the parent and parent -aide
have a child with special needs? Are the Parent ,

and parent aide both divorced?

Match according to sex, race, and eth nicity. This
will provide acommon ground on which to build and
may avoid potential problems.

'Match in terms of location. Close proximity is
preferable,. not only for the parent aide's con-
venience but also to allow quick accelt during
crises or for spontaneous contacts. However,
the parent aide and-client should live far enough
from each other to discourage the'client from
dropping in too frequently.

Do not match a parent aide with a parent whb has
moirgducation, who is more affluent or more
sophisiicated.

When the program director has made a preliminary ma ch, its.feasi-
bility should be discussed with the CPS worker hand ing the case.
If the worker concurs'' a joint meeting between.the arent aide,

-30
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EXHIBIT VII

CRITERIA FOR CASE SELECTION

1

Pax;ent aides are appropriate the following abuse and neglect
situations.

Parents who have referred themselves

Families who are socially and psychologically isolated

Parents who are emotionalltjemmature

Parents _who have low self-esteem

Families who are experiencing a temporary crisis
which has resulted in situational abuse

Families who are experiencing stress and thus
, have the potential for abuse and meg ct problems

Young mothers who need assistant ) with *parenting.

Chronic neglect'cases where the neglect results
from a lack of`resources or lack of knowledge
about appropriate child care

The following abuse and neglect situations are not appropriate.

Parents who have severe emotional problems, such as
psychosis, clinical depression, passive-aggressive
or sadistic personalities

Parents who. are suffering from substance abuse

Situations in which one or both*of the spous s
is volatile 0

Spouse abuse casest which present a treat to,
the ,parent aide

Sexual abuse cases e,
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worker and program director will be'conducted, d't which time the
parent aide. will be provided with specific information concerning
the,family. Parent aides should,be,allowed to reject a case.

Once the parit aide has accepted the case, the worker should in-
troduce her/him to the family. Since this meeting is f stressful.
situation for both the parent and the parent aide, the worker may
need to facilitate the discussion. At this time, the parent and
the parent aide should sign their respective contracts, samples of
which are included it Appendix A.

TRAINING OF CPS STAFF

Child protective workers play pn important part in the parent aide
program, both in the referral and matching process and in supervising
the parent aides.' It is essential that they receive training with
regard to the purpose and goals of the program and with regard to
their roles and responsibilities in the program. The parent aid
program director can provide.this information to workers by conduc-

Lgtatil workshop.

The workshop would include the following:

A discuslion of the purpose and goals of the program

A discussion of the'roles and responsibilities of
paren% aides and how they fit into the CPS system

.A dis ussion of CPS worker roles and responsibilities
in the program

,

A discussion of how to make aPpFopriate referrals,
including:

-- which clients are best suited to participate.

__ how to complete the referral forms

A discussion of the matching process and the worker's
role in that process

A discussion and role play of how to intioduce the
program to their clients and how to introduce the
.,parent aide to the parent

An,explanation of their role in supervision of the
parent aides involved with their clients.

32
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In order for he program to be effective, it is imperative that CPS
workers be inx7olved in, gccept responsibility for, and recognize
the benefits of the parent aide program. The program cannot succeed
unless CPS workers are willing to make case referrals and work with
parent aides.

33
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TilAINtING

the training program is designed to provide parent aides with a gen-
eral mental health orientation to the problem of child abuse and ne-
glect. The following are the performance objectives, of the parent
aide training program.

UpOn completion of the training, a parapro-
fessional should have developed an understanding
of thedynamic and treatment of child abuse and
neglect, as evidenced through group discussions
and successful completion (at least 80%) of an
objective questionnaire.

UpoR completion of the training, the parapro-
fessional should have developed the necessary

skills for establishing a therapeutic relation-
ship with the-parent, as evidenced through role
play, experiential exercises and the subjective
observations of-the trainer.

*The initial training of parent aides should beextensiVe,
didactic material' role plays,' experiential exercises, audiovisual
materials and supplemental reading materials. During the training,
participation should be encouraged and objective questionnaires
'should be administered. These discussions and questionpires will
allbw the program director to assess the suitability of prospective
parent aides.

Although there will be some expenses involved in the trainia program,
there area" ways to keep .costs at a minimum. Trainirg assistance may
be available through the National Center on Child Abase and Neglect
(NCCAN) 'Regional Resource Centers which-are listed in Appendix R.
For example, audiovisual materials can be borrowed from the' NCCAN
Regional Resource Centers

Professionals within the community, such ,as mental health profes-
sionalsnurses, and educators, can serve as trainers for specific
training sessions. These trainers should be "experts" in a particu-
lar field, such as child development, and_shoula'have experiende with

.; child abuse and neglect. These community professionals may be willing
to conduct training sessions without charge. In addition, community
facilities-and equipment can be procured with no cost to-the agency
providing the training.
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. It is suggested that some type of "get acquainted" exercise becon-
ducted at tfte beginning of the first session. This would allow
trainees to get to know and feel coMfortable with each her. One
such exercisarcould be to have the trainees pair off an pend 10
nutes getting to know each otherrThey would then reassemble and
troduce their partner to the entire group., The trainees should

be able.;to give some information about their partner which was not
expressed verbally.

The following material describes the type of iMformation which should
be included during training sessions on various topics.

Another alternative would be 'to have training jrovided through
colleges, universities, or community colleges, with the provision
that trainees may receive credit for successful completion of
training.

AINING PROGRAM

, In prder for the trainir* to be maximally effective, attendance
should be'limited to 15-20 people. The training sessions are dis-
cussed in suggested order of presentttion; however, sessioQs may be
added or deleted or the order maybe revised according to t1ie needs
of the specific program.

it

Overview of Abuse and Neglect

This session serves as an introduction t6 the.pfoblem of child abuse
and neglect. It includes general information on the nature of the
problem with a discussion of definitions and types of abuse and ne-
glect, the extent of child maltreatment, and a brief disculsion of
the causes and effects of child abuse end neglect. It should also

'include specific information on the extent of child maltreatment
within that particular state. In addition, the characteristics of
members of families experiencing child mixise and neglect problems_
and the role of the parent-aide in treatment and prevention of the
problems should be discussed.

This session will include:

A two-hour pregentation by a psychologist/
psychiatrist/social worker who has extensive
experience in child abuse and neglect

An audiovisual presentation; for example, "Ordinary
..r

People," "Child Abuse and Ne6ect: An
American Concern," or "Barb: Breaking

,*the Cycle of Child AbUse and Neglect"
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A30- to 60-minute.discussion period.

Behavioral Objectives

After this session, parent aides, should be familiar with general in-
,.

formation regarding the problem of child maltreatment and should-be
aware of their role in the prevention and treatment process.

Specific behavioral objectives of this session include:

Parent aides should be aware of the wide-
spread and all-encompassing nature of child
jpaltreatment and should be able to demonstrate
Cthis knowledge during the discussion period.

Parent aides should be able to describe the -

general causes and effects of child maltreat-
ment to the trainer.

Parent aides should display empathy for abusive
and neglectful parents and recognize both
parents' and children's need for4Areatment.
The parent aide's comments and discussion
should demonstrate these feelings.

The parent aide's discussion should show a
desire and commitment to help both-parents
and children.

Parent aides should express an understanding
of their role in treatment and prevention of
child abuse and neglect.

Overview of Child Protective Services

s

This session describes the every day operation of child protective
services, including the legal aspects, information on confidentiality,
and the inVestigation and treatment procest. This session should also
provide information on the number of cases received and processed by
CPS in the particular state 40appropriate local jurisdiction, what
types of cases are treated wfthin the CPS system,.and caseload size.
Parent aides should also be given information on their relationship
to.the CPS. agency and on the role of the paraprofessional in the CPS
treatment process.

This session will include: (
A presentation by the CPS coordinator or
supervisor and several CPS workers
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Follow-up discussion

Passing out the evaluation questionnaire
(Exhibit VIII) .

r Behavioral Objectives

At the completion of this section, parent aides should be aware of
various aspects of CPS operations and of their role in the CPS syst

4

Specific behavioral objectives of this session include:

Parent aides should be able to explain their
role in the CPS treatment process and their
relationship to the CPS agency.

Parent aides should be able to describe the ,

legal obligations of the CPS agency, the inves73
tigation process, the general.characteristics
of cases that remain in the CPS system, thei
role-in the CPS treatment process, and con
dentiality requirements.

.

Dynamics of Child Abuse and Neglect

This session provides an overview of the dynamics of chi d abuse
/

and
neglect. This includes a profile of abusive and neglect 1 parents,
including indicators in these parents, and an eXiolorati n of their
feelings, fears, and reaction patterns. In addition, includes a'
profile of abused and neglected children. The session should also
provide information on the emotional and physical eff is of child,
abuse and neglect on all family members.' There will e a discussion\
of the precipitating factors in abuse and neglect si ations.

There are variet(of materials describing the dyn mics of abuse and
6 neglect situations which can be,utilived to presen' this'information., '\

For example, the World of Abnormal Rearing (WAR) cle is described
by R. E. Helfer in The Diagnostic hvcess and tment Programs,
DHEW Publication No. (OHD) 75-69. Another pos ble way to perceive
the dynamics in abusive and neglectful f es is to consider the
forces that impact on these amines. A diagram summarizing some of .

these forces is included in Appendix C.
41

Within this session special emphasis will be placed on treatment
methods effective in abusive and neglectful families. This session
will include:

, Presentation by a social worker (CPS worker
. or program director)
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EXHIBIT VIII

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SESSION.
. ON OVERVIEW OF CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

)

Please answer these shorts essay questions atfhome and return at next
session.

, .

1. Describe briefly the legal obligations of the CPS agency.

1.

2. Describe how the agency investigates complaints.

3. Describe the kinds of cases which are retained in the system
for tieatment.

4. Describe the role of the parent aide in the CPS treatment
process.

S. Describe the impbriance of confidentiality to the parent
aide program,

38.
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Follow-up discussion

Passing out evaluation questionnaire
(Exhibit TX).

1 - Behavioral Objectives
I

After attending this session, parent aides should be able to describe
characteristics of abusive and neglectful parents, situations which
precipitate abus.p; as well as basic treatment methods for abusive
and neglectful families.

Special behtioral objectives11111tde:

Parent aides should be able to describe the
general upbringing of abusiye and neglectful
parents.

Parent aides should be able to describe the
three components necessary for abuse to,occur.

The types abuse and.neglect, characteristics
of abusive and neglectful parent's, and-conse-
quences of abuse and neglect should be clear

to parent aides.

Parent aides should be able to describe appro.- 2
priate treatment for abusive or neglectful
parents.'

Dynamics ofMarriage and Family Life

This session proVides a basic introduction to the dynamics of
marriage and family life, particularly,as they contribute to the prob-
lems of child abuse and neglect. This discussion includes information
on the stresses of normal family life and the stages most married.
couples go through. ,The relevance of methods and problems of communi-
cation between spouse should be emphasized. Information specific to
abusive and negleOtful parents, including the additional stresses they
experience, .their coping mechanisms, and the reasons they choose their
spouses, should also be presented.

/

This session should include:

A

A presentation by a sociologist, psychologist,
or social worker

Follow-up discussion..

4
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EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE'FOR SESSION
ON DYNAMICS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

EXHIB7f IX,

41,. .
e answer briefly the'following questions and return at theme

.

-;nex ssipn.
V.

-..-..) .
.

) 1. Describe,the general upbringing of abusive and neglectful
, .

rt

parents .

2. Describe three'elements ne sary for abuse to occur.
0

«if

.
.3: Describe the types of abuse andneglect,,the characteristics

tpf'abusive and neglectful parents, and the,consequenceS of
abuse and neglect.

. .

4. Describe the basic treatment methods for ,ailusive and neglect-
ful parents. 4

. .

4

4P

,

grb

to/
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Behavioral ObjeVtives

After co leting,this training session, parent aides should be able ,

to discu s the dynamics between abusive and neglectful parents, in-
cluding heir communication patterns. They should also be.aware of
the-eff is of raising children on these couples. In addition, they
should prepared to describe the positive influence their relation-
ship 54n have on the family.

, 1
r

Specific behavioralbehaliioral objectives incliide:

Parent aides should be -able tO explain why
abusive and neglectful parents marry people
who.reinforce ttliepsense of isolation and
lack of self-es

Parent aides should understand how abusive
and neglectful parents' feelings of mis-
trust, isolation, and low nlf-esteem
affect their marital relatieshi

Parent aides sltoUld be able to e c lain how
the inability of abusive or neglectful.
parents to meet their own and their spouses'
dependency needs affects the family.

4

. Parent aides should be aware of the types
pf stress children place on marriages.

o Parent'ait s shouldlie able to describe the
co ica on patterns Whisk increape the
poten for Child maltreatment.

Parent aides should be able to discuss ways
in which their relationship with the parents
positively influences the clients' family life.

Emotional and Physical Development of the Child

This session providei a basic introduction to the stages of e tional
and physical development of children, with emphasis on the emotional
aiOects. Generally, it will be possible only to cover abou the
first eight years of the child's development in the time a otted,
but more information can be provided for parent aides in bsequent
inservice training sessions. Resources which might be h= pful in
describing physical and emotional stages include: Infi s and Mothers:

Differences in Development by Barry Brazelt published
in 1969 by Delacorte, Chitdhood and Society by Erik E kson published
in 1964 by Norton, and Motivation and-Personanty by braham H. Maslow
published in 1970 by Harper and Row.

1
41.
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This ,session'should include:

A presentation by a mental health professional

Follow-up discussion.

'Behavioral Objectives

Upon completion of this session, parent aides will have a basic
understanding of various stages of physical and emotional development.
In addition, they will comprehend the tasks involved in each stage.
As a result of this understanding, parent aides will also recognize
the ways in which the upbringing of abusive and neglectful parents
affects their behavior as adults and affects their methods of child
rearing.

Discipline Versus Punishment

This session provides information on the effective means, of disci-
pliningc4ildren, with particular emphasis on the difference be-
tween discipline and punishment.. The session should include dis-
cussion of disciplinary techniques used by the trainees and dis-
cussion of how parent aides would react if they witness an act of
child abuse. In presenting this information, it is helpful to use
contemporary approaches to child managenient, such as behavior modi-
fication or parent effectiveness training.

This session should include:

A presentation by a mental health professional

Follart-up discussion

Handing out an evaluation questionnaire (Exhibit X).

Elevioral. Objectives
Upon completion of this training session, parent aides should under-
stand the difference between. discipline and punishment. Specific
behavioral objective4 include:

Parent aides should understand what discipline
and punishment mean to them,

Parent aides should, through their discussions,
A demonstrate that they can differentiate between

discipline and pimishment.

Parent aides should understand the distinction
between discipline 'and abuse.
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EXHIBIT X

/

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE OR SESSIX:
ON DISCIPLINE VERSUS P ISHMENT

t .

v

1. .What is the'differenCe between discipline and punishment?

ti

2. Is discipline'better than punishment or vice versa? Why?

3. What are some differences betOben the way an ablive or neglect-
.

ful parent" disciplines and the way other parents discipline Ihei
children?

How do the needs of these parents affect their disciplinary
techniques?

5/ What are three factors that should be considered when parents are
trying to convey the ru ],es they want their children to know?

43
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e Parent aides should be able to present alternative
methods of discipline to parents.

o , Parent aides should be 'able to explain how abusive

parents' unmet needs affect their methods of dis-
ciplining their.children.

ow. Parent aides, Should demonstYatethat they under-
.stand the rolef rules, reason, and consistency
in, discipline.,

- Community Resources

This session provides information on resources available in the
community. Abusive and neglectful families are generally isolated;
they do not knee what resources are available to them or how to take
advantage of th&prograns they are aware of. -Parent aides should be
made aware of all resources avdilable in the community and of the
process for making use of these resources.

This session' should include:

A presentation by the progrinirector or a CPS
worker oncommunity resources

Distribution of a list of available resources with
addresses and phone numbers'for each.

Behavioral Objectives

Parent aides, upon completion of this session, should be able to
refer fa flies to appropriate' resources and to walk them through
wbateverkapplication process is required before receiving services.

Specific beWavioral objectives include:

Parent aides should be-Ibielto explain services
available to families through local welfare departments.

Parent aides should be able to demonstrate a know-
ledgeof other community resources available to
the family.

mmunication Skills

raining sessions which focus on dommunitation skills provide
rainees with skills necessary to develop a therapeutic rela-

tionship. These sessions will include information on values clari-
fication, body language, active listening, and empathy. Although
some didactic material will be presented, the skills will be learned
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primarily through experiential exercises and role plays. If is
animportt to remember that, threatening situations ,should be minimized-

during the initial seAfiOn. Participants should understand that
e4aryone will make ?mistakes, and the purpose of these sessions is to
aow them iiiChenge their behaviors before they are matched with a
,parent. There are a number of different sessions within this unit; A

however, the following bphavioral objectivei are relevant to all
sessions in the unit. .

BehaVioral Objectives

Upon completion of the communication skills unit, parent aides should
be able to:

Identify Some of the feelings 'associated with
being heard versus not being heard.

4
After participating in role plays,' parent aides

7 shouldbe able tp point out instances where they
have failed to listen to their partner, listened
selectively, or failed,tb appropriately perceive
their partner.

Iderify.nonverbal communications they use frequently.

o, Understand VIA. some pCtheir,feelingsere revealed .,

through.body language whether or not they are willing
to express these feelings verbally.,

. Interpret others% body language accurately.

Describe and Understand the ramifications of
double messages.

A
, V

. Perceive accurately" the emotions underlying'
verbal communications from others.

Role play assigned-situatipns effectively.

Values Clarification

The purpose of, this session is to help parent aides recognize that
everyonellas a values system and that-behavior is influenced by values.

This session can include:

Presentation and discussion on values systems

Experi ntial exercises

Behavioral 0 jectives: After this session, parent aides should be
aware that there are no abaelute values,'and that when working with
an abusive or neglectful parent, they must identify differences in
values systems and not impoie their values on others.

45
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Specific behavioral objectives include:

Parent aides will demonstrate in Tole play and discussion
that they are aware.of their own values system and display
respect for thevalues of others.

Parent aides will recognize the similarities, as well as
dissimilarities, between their values and those of abusive
and neglectful parents.

Group Exercises: The following exercises could be used for values
clarification.

4

Instruct participgnts in small groups to list universal
values. During this exercise-parent aides should become
aware that it is difficult, if not impossible, to identify
such values, since exceptions can be found in other cul-

s and subcultures. .

C ruct an exercise where parent aides list their own
valu and those which they bplieve are held by abusive
and neglectful parents. -4The trainer would then instruct
the parent aides to compare and contrast these values.

. .ft

Construct an exercise in which areas of the room are labeled
strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, and strongly
disagree, so that participants can position themselves to
indicate their values. A situation should be described to
which the trainees can react. For example,-"I would en-
courage my husband to steal a neighbor's car to transport
my family to the airport." After the parent aides react to
this. situation, the trainer would provide a secon example
with moderate to severe extenuating citcumstance . This
should produce a change in attitudes and insi into situa-
tion ethics.

Body Language

This session provides a general orientation to body language. It
will focus on identifying nonverbal behaviors and will provide in-
formation on how to react appropriately to other's nonverbal com-

. munication.

This session will include:

A presentation and discussion of nonverbal communication

Role plays and experiential exercises.
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Behavioral Objectives: After completion of this session; the trainees
should be able to recognize how they express themselves nonverbally.
They should also be able to understand and react appropriately to non-
verbal communication by others..

- - v4.

Specific behavioral objectives include: .

Parent aides will be able to identifpnonverbal behaviors.

Parent aides will be able to recognize and unde7tand their
own nonverbal communication.

Parent aides will use appropriate nonverbal communication
during role playt.

o, Parent aides will be able to react appropriately to non- : I

verbal communication of clients as evidenced through discu-
sions and successful performance during role plays.

Group Exercises: The following exercises could be used to teach
body language.

Construct an exercise where trainees divide into airs and
spend a few minutes standing as close to each of r as is
comfortable for them: Afterviards, the trainees. ould dis-
cuss how they felt during the exercise:-

I
Instruct trainees to express, nonverbally, feelings such as
anger, fear, surprise, and pleasure. Upon completion of the
exercise, the group would discuss their reactions.

Construct an exercise in which two trainees play the parts
of a parent aide and a client discussing a particular sub-
ject.. The participants should focus on each other's body
language and be able to identify it and describe how it
affects the situation.

Active Listening

The purpose of this session is to enable the parent aides to communi-
cate effectively. Information will be provided on roadblocks to
communication, as, well as good and bad listening skills.

This session should include:

A presentation and discussion of effective and ineffective
00 listening-skills
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Role plays and experiential exercises.

- Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of,the session, trainees .

should'be able to recognize_gmLand poor listening skills. They
-should also have developed good listening skills which will enable
them to communicate effectiirely with their client.

Specific behavioral objectives include:

Parent aides should'be able to recognize when they have
failed to listen to another person and when they have
listened selectively.

Parent aides will understandtroadblcicks to communication
as evidenced "through -group discussions.

Rarent aides will be able to point out when they or other
trainees have used good listeniffriltills.

Group Exercises: The following exercises may be used to each effec-
tive communication skills

Construct an exercise in which trainees can practice using
"I" messages. "I" messages'state the speaker's feelings
rather than the listener's behavior'or motivation; for ex-

, ample, the speaker might say "I'm embarrassed" rather than
"You made a4fool out of me."

'Construct exercises in which trainees can use good, and
poor listening skills. Upon completion of the exercises,
the participants and, the entire group should discuss their
reaction.

Empathy

la*

This session should provide the trainees with an understanding of
empathy and how it can positively impact the relationship with their
client.

This session should include:

A presentation and discussion of empathy

_ Role plays and experiential exercises.
1r

Behavioral Objectives: After completion of the session, parent aides
should be able to verbalize accurately the emotions underlying other
trainees' verbal communication. They should also be able to use .

empathy skills when relating to their client.
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Group Exercises: The followingexercises could be used in this
session.

Construct an exercise in which twp trainees would assume the'
roles of communicator and listenir. The trainer should in-
struct the communicator to communicate a problem situation
nonyerbally to the listener. listener should respond by
communicating their perceptions verbally.

Construct an exercise that allows the trainees to role play
the initial visit with the family.

Construct an exercise inwhich the trainer plays the parts
of various types of clients, such as a hostile or a depressed
client. The trainees shoulddoe expect& to react appropri-
ately in each situation.

Simulated Stress Exercises
4

Simulated stress exercises, as developed by The Fa mily Service of
Central Virginia, Inc., of Lynchburg, Virginia, allow the trainees ,

to experience firsthand the problems that may5busive and neglectful
families faces. The following are suggested.ways to simulate stress
situations,

Instruct the trainees to isolate themselves by d9ing without
their usual activities and conveniences for approximately
three days. Some ways of simulating isolation could include:

Limit incoming telephone calls to one minute.
-- Use a neighbor's phone for outgoing :ails.
-- Rely on friends or neighbors for transportation.
-- Do not engage in any s or recreational activities.
- - Do not watch televisi n or rearthe newspaper.
- -,Go grocery shopping with only ten dollars and plan to
. briy food for the equivalent of nine meals. Bring along

one child when shopping.

Instruct the trainees to Obtain information about services
from various public agencies. This exercise should be con-

, ducted after-the trainees have experienced simulated isola-
tion and should last for approximately two days. The follow-

, ing suggestions pould be usedifor thispurpose.
Trainees shdUld 411 at least two public agenciesat
specifickimes, such as 11:45 or 1:10 or 4:15 p.m. They ,

should ark for specific information regarding services
and the application process,.
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Traifiees should then visit these agencies using public
transpo4ation only,. They should sit in the waiting
room for approximately 30 minutes.

-- Trainees should also make site visits to several public
agencies requesting information about needed services.

,50
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VI

SUPERVISION, INSERVLCE TRAINING AND EVALUATION

Parent aides require continuous supervision and periodic inservice
training sessions to be successful in their role. Likewise, it is
necessary to evaluate the overall program, the initial training and
client progress in order to maintain the effectiveness of the
program.

SUPERVISION

Parent aides can be supervised in various ways, but it is essential
that they receive ongoing, indepth supervision.' The various meth9is
will be discussed separately; however, it_is preferable to use them
concurrently.

Group Supervision

Group superVision provides parent-aides with both professional and
peer support and feedback. This type of supervision should be con-
ducted biweekly for the first six to eight months of the parent
aide/client involvement and then can possibly decrease to once a
month. The Parent Aide Program Director is the likely person to
provide group supervision; however, another program representative
or CPS worker c4uld also function as the,group leader. Each session
should address:

The current status of each parent aide/client
relationship.

iF

The current treatment 'goals. It should be
determined if specific goals need to be
amended.

The difficult rent aides have ex-
perienced in re ating to their -clients.
Feedback should he provided by the group
leader and other parent aides regarding
alternative types of action. The group
leader should help each parent aide focus
on problems and ways to resolve them so as
to avoid parent aides' eling ,overwhelmed.

The mistakes parent aides have made. Con-
frontation in a caring manner is essential
to help parent aides change inappropriate
behaviors related to the relationships with
their client.
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The frustrations parent aides feel in
working with their particular clients. Parent
'aides should be encouraged to express these
feelings and acquire support.fr6th the group
leadei find members.

The-progress in the parent aide/client re-
lationship and client progress. Parent aides'
should be assisted in recognizing progress in
these areas.

Positive aspect of the_parent aide/client re-,
lationship. Parent aides require a great deal
of encouragement and positive feedback both in
regard to their specific actions and their
overall contribution.

Supervision by CPS Workers

CPS workersshbuld also be.responsible for supervision of the parent
aides involved with their clients. They should:

Supervise parent aides,preferably on a weekly
basis initially. This supervision can be
conducted by telephone.

Develop with the program director specific
goals of the parent aide /client relationship
and assist in their reassessment.

Provide parent aides with suggestions on how
they qan handle spebific problems effectively-

Provide.crisis supervision.

, Coordinate services.

Crisis Supervision

'Parent aides should not handle emergency situations without
consulting the program director, the CPS worker or other responsible

... staff. Parent aides should be instructed about methods for dealing %
with crisis situations.

Since crises can occur at,any time of day or night, it is essentit
that parent aides be provided with the program director's and CPS work-
er's home phone numbers. They Should also be given the state hotline

Mt, 52.
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number,4_1Lone exi
This would'gilie t

jurisdiction,4
.

Since parent aides
focus should be on
by helping them to
in perspective.

s, in case help is,not available elsewhiare.

.
i)eient aide access to other CPS workers

ill,

do not have the authority to remove a child, their
providing support to parents who are in'crisis,
reorient their thinking and to put their problems

INSERVICE TRAINING'

After parent aides have begun td-develop a relationship with their
clients, they will most likely need inservice training sessions.
These sessions could be conducted continously or on an'as eeded
basis.

-

As they work with their clients, parent aides will become aware of
areas in which they need further training. For example, they.may-
need more detailed information on how to deal with.a depressed
cli nt or an intellectually limited client. They may also need
sp cific information on developmental delays or nutrition. This

ormation can be piovided by thprogram director or by profess
sionals in the community who have expertise in relevant areas.

EVALUATION (

Program effectiveness can be 4ssessed in various ways. 'However, spe-'
cific areas within the program must be evaluated in order to ensure
their success.

Training Evaluation

The content of the training and the methods Used must be evaluated
in order to ascertain whether parent aides are receiving the infor-
mation needed to deal effectively with an abusilA or neglectful
parent. The, participants are the likely persons to assess the
training, Parent aides should evaluate the training at the last ses-
sion and. again approximately three months after they. have been in-
volvtd with their client. The exhibit following this page provides
a sample training evaluation form.
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EXHIBIT.XI

PARENT AIDE TRNiNING EVALUATION

After being in *the field for months, as "a parent aide,.I feel
that the training sessions listed below were:

...,

.1

-44'
USELESS

SOMEWHAT
HELPFUL'

EXTREMELY,

HELPFUL

.:..'

Introduction-- rview of
Child AbWse/ lect

. %
..

Overview of Child s
Protective Services :

. or .

1.

.

Dyn'amics of Child
A1use /Neglect

,

\ AI
, ..--*

Marriage and Family -

Dynamics
.

0 #

.

.

t
.

%

.

,

Physical'and Emotional
Ddvelopment ©

.

\ .

Discipline vs,
Punishment

,

.

.

Community Resources
... .

.

.

Communication Skills
r #

,

.

.:

Simulated Stres
Exercises

\ yp

...

For the next group of parent aides, what else do you think should be
included?

What do you think ould be lef ut?
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lient ,Improvement & ,It
Th- olients"progre ust be assessed in order to determine whether
-the parent aide relationship should continue, terminate or change

4and whether txta ent goals need to be amended. Both subjective and
objective data can be used to evaluate the client's improvement. The
following are suggested ways this can be accomplished.

,

The CPS worker can evaluate the parent's
improvemqint,by comparing the changes in
the parent to the performance objectives.
The questionnaire in Appendix D can be
used to make this evaluation; it should be
completed when the client is matched with
the.parent aide and again six months later.

In order to assess changts in the client's
self-concept a reliable and valid self
esteem scale can be used. This should be
administered by the CPS Worker when the
client is matched with the parent aide
and siAtonths later. The Tennessee
Self-Concept Scale* could,used for
this purpose.

After six months a conference should be
held irk which the CPS worker, the parent
aide and program director discuss
their subjective estimates of the
client's improvedent.

4 Overall Program Evaluation

In evaluating the overall, success of the parent aide rogram, a num-
ber of factors shOuld be taken into account, including: crient
improvement, client evaluation of the program, parent aide evalua-
tion Of the program, CPS worker assessment of the parent aide and

. of the program,.

The parent aitte program can be evaluated by assessing client improve-
ment in terms of the number of contacts the-client had with the
parent aide. The exhibit on the following page is an example of a
contact sheet that should be completed by all parent aides. The
evaluator can then look for patterns in client improvement as they
relate tfthe number or type of contacts with the parent aide.

0
* Fiffs, W.H. Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, Counselq Readings

and Tests, Nashville, Tennessee.

A
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EXHIBIT XII

SAMPLE CONTACT SHEET

List all contacts with the parent, including phone calls, shopping
trips, home visits, etc. Star (*) all contacts initiated by the client.

DATE CONTACT.
WHO WAS
CONTACTED

NUMBER OF
HOURS SPENT

Alb

A
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Clients Who have worked with parent aides should be asked to give
their negative or positive opinions of the program and to describe
how the program`has benefitted them.

Parent aides should evaluate the program at six month intervals
either through discussion or in writing. Their evaluation could in-
clude comments or suggestions on superVision, support available to
them, and the.working relationships with full-time staff.

CPS workers should be given an opportunity to evaluate both spe-
cific parent aides' particularly in terms of client improvement
and the program in general. - They may have suggestions on recruitment,
screening or training of parent aides, on supervisory methods, and on
matching procedures

1
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE ./:iPPLICATIODI AND
CONVRACT FORMS

#1,
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NAME

SAMPIjE APPLICATION FORM.

Social Security Number

ADDRESS

HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN THIS AREA?

BIRTHRATE

Telephone NUmber

OF BIRTH
City y State

MARITAL STATUS If presently married, give husband's manse and occupation:

DESCRIBE YOUR CURRENT FAMILY COMPOSITION (it elude birthdates and sex of children)

42,

YOUR EDUCATION (circle'highest ccmpleted) kith School. 1 2 3 i Junior College: 1 2

Four Year College: 1 2 3 4 Grsduate: 1 2 3 4 Other:

If you nave education beyond high school, describe major areas, special training, degrees, etc.

CO YOU DRIVE? Yes No DO'YOU HAVE A CAR AVAILABLE TO YOU? Yes No
HAVE YOU HAD ANY 401V1hZ CITATIONS IN THOPAST MEE YEARS? Yes No

GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTIGN OF YOUR CURRENT HEALTH HISTORY:

DESCRIBE YOUR CURRENT INVOLVEMENT IN COMUNITY ACTIVITIES, CLUBS, CHURCH, ETC.

BRIEF EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED OR ENROLLED IN SCHOOL, PLEASE DESCRIAe

46HAVE YOU EVER WED IN A VOLIATE....ER CAPACITY Bgt.GRE: Yes No Please Describe:

HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THE PARENT AIDE PROGRAM?

a

WHY WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A PARTICIPANT IN THE PARENT AIDE PROGRAM?

APPROXIMATELY HCw tRICHXIIHE Chi YOU CONTRIBUTE WEEKLY AS A PARENT AIDE?

CAN YOU BE "ON CALL" EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, 24 WJUR"BASIS?

IDENTIFY TWO PERSONAL REFERENCES:

NSW Name:

Address: Address:

Telephone kuabert Telephone Numbs?

Relationship. Relationship

I understand that after auctessfuL2y completing sy training period, I will be expected to serve a 2111111= of
six months in the Patent Aide Prop's*. If unforseen circumstances should prevent me from fulfilling this
obligation, I will sObait my written resignation to the program director with as much advance notice as
circumstances permit.

0
0

Sicnature Oft*

If additional pages are needed to answer the questions fully, please initial ta,n p.ge and attach to tilts
application. .

A-1
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Date of Request: %

Parent:

Address':

Phone:,

N

REQUEST FOR PARENT AIDE

Directions to Home:

Worker:

Case #:

Spouse:

Race:

Area:.

Abuse/Neg
N,

lect:

Fgbile Members :

Name Date of Birth

Basic Problems:

1

Name of Parent Aide

Date Assigned

75



SAMPLE PARENT CONTRACT

DIRECTIONS: Four copies should be signed by parent and assigned CPS
worker prior to being signed by parent aide and parent aide director.
One copy should be given to parent and to parent a:de, and one copy
should be kept .n case record and in parent aide record.

PARENT'S AGREENENT:

I AGREE TO:

1. ftfork with a parent4aide assigned oy the Layton County Department of
Social Services.

2. Always keep appointmenti with he parent aide.

3. Not misuse the parent aide as'a,babysitting service. I. understand

that the parent aide is coming into my home to assist and support
me in my responsibilities as a parent and not as someone to assist
my child(ren) directly.

,(N\\

.

4. At any time that I feel I can no longer work pith a particu...---...ar

parent aide, I will tify
immediately to dis this with him her.

S. Allow information reg rding me and my family to be exchan
the parent aide and t Layton County Department of Socia

Y

(Date)

Parent Aide)

'Date)

(Signature of, Parent

A-3
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LAYTOlg COUNTY tHILDpRoTECTIvEzERNifcgs
PARENT AIDE CONTRACT

.To be completed by parent
Complete 3 copies

PARENT AIDE
NAME.

0 ,

aide and resunsible staff person together

.
RESPONSIBLE STAFF

f NAME:

ADDRESS:'

PHONE NUMBER:

ASSIGNMENT:

(location)

AGENCY:

PHONE NUMBER:

Program -- Child abuse and neglect

DESCRIPTION: Provide a supportive relationship to parent through regular, weekly

._cpntacts.

GOALS OF ASSIGNMENT: Improve parental skills and ability of parent to reach out to

others in timms ,of stress.

EXPECTATIONS OF PARENT AIDES: (1) Attend bi&meeklxgroup meetings (2) Maintain

confidentialiti on all assigned cases (3) Share informaviom and insights with Cosi

workers (4) Understand that CPS worker maintains responAbility for the case 5:' Report

monthly hours f6) Attend.evaluation session every six months.
41, _

PARENT AIDE TIME CQMMITMENT: Six months will a minimum of 4-6 hours per week client

contact

EXPECTATIONS OF RESPONSIBLE STAFF PERSON. (1) Be available for case consultation by

appointment (2) Provide ongoing 'supervision and support to the parent aide 1,3) Attend__

monthly group_ meetings (4) Maintain responsibility for casework planning and treatment

..

' ADN:IONAL COMMENTS:

PARENT AIDE SIGNATURE RESPONSIBLE SWF SIGNATURE

-- 4

DATE

A-4

DATE

.77
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APPEN,DIX B

REGIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT RESOURCE CENTERS
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Region I Child Abuse and Neglect Resource enter

, Judge Baker Guidance Center
295 Longwood Aventle

,Boston, ,Massachusetts 02115

617-232-8390
(CT; MET MA, RI, Vi', NH)

(
Region II Child Abuse and.Neglect Resource Center
College of Human Ecology
Cornell' University

MVR Hall ,

Ithaca, New York .14853

607-256-7794
.(NJ, NY, PR, VI)

,

74*,

. Rbgien III Child Abuse ind'Neglect Resource Center
Howard University. Institute for Urban Affairs and Research .

.

2935, Upton Street,;N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2000S

202-686-6770,
(DC, DE, MD,, PA, ,VA, WV)

Region IV Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center
Regional Institute for SOcial Welfare Research
P.O. Bqx 152
Athens, Georgia 30601

404-S42-7614
(AL, FL, GA, KY, MS,NC, SC, IN)

Region V Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center
Graduate School'of Social Work
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

414-963-4184
(IL, IN, MI, NN, OH, WT)

B-1
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Region Ill Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center
Graduate School of Social Work
University of Texas at'Austin

Yuistin, Texas 78712 , #

512-471-4067
(AR, LA, NM, OK, TX)

Region VII Child Abuse and Neglect Resource
Institute of Child Behavior and Development
University of Iowa, Oakdale Campus
Oakdale, Iowa 52319

319-353-4825

(IA, KS, MO, NE)

Center

Region VIII Child Abuse and Neglect ResourceCenter
National Center for the.Prevention and Treatment of

Child Abuse and Neglect
1205 Oneida Street
Denver, Colorado 80220

303-321-3963

(CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY)

Region IX Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center
Departtent of Special Education
California State University o

5151 State University Drive
Lok Angeles, California 90032

213 - 224 -32g3

(AZ, CA, HI, NV, Guam, Trust Terr.)

RegiOn X Child Abuse and Negle Resource Center
Western Federation for Human Saftrice
157 Yesler Way, #208
Seattle, Washington 98104

206-624-5480
(AK, ID, OR, WA)

B-2
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APPENDIX C

FORCES AFFECTING PARENT-CHILD INTERACTIONS
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ATTITUDES
AND

VALUES,
-

INDIVIDUAL
CAPACITIES

GENERAL COMMUNITY
WELFARE

PARENT-CHILD
IN1ERACTION

SPECIFIC
LIFE SITUATIONS

9TVWDEs AND VALUES
Attitudes toward Children
Changing Family Roles
Attitudes toward Violence
Attitudes toward Corporal Punipment
Econccdc and Social Competition
Mobility.

Racisci
Religion

GENERAL COMMUNITY WELFARE
Child Protective Services

CPS
Police
Courts

Problem Oriented'Agencies
Mental Health
Self Help Groups s')"

Foster Care
' Drug/Alcohol ProgrNas

Job Counseling/Training
Therapeutic Day Care
Special Education for Children
Public Assistance
Unemilqent Benefj.tk
Various elping rofe sionals

Community Institutions
AP- Schools

Day Care
Police

Racrcatioaal Facilities
Church
Business

Social/Fraternal Organizations
Media

C-1

INDIVIDUAL CAPACITIES
Mental Health
Physical Health
Education ,

Intelligence
Past Life Experiencei

SPECIFIC LIFE SITUATIONS
'Marital Situation
Job 4ituation
Extended Family Situation
Characteristics of Children)
WousingSituation
Financial Situation
Degree of Contact/
Isolation from others

82
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PARENT AIDE PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE

PROGRAM EVALUATION PROGRESS EVALUATION

To be compLerZbythe CPS worker at the

point the Parent marched to the

Please ask the parent Lade to keep a record
of the times the parent has approached (by
telephone or otherwise) him/her for assis-
tance. This record is-0 be kept thrgiigh-
out the parent aide/client relationship.

What k-e the .number of incidents el abuse.
or neglect in the family in the last SiA
.lonths?

' Iho are the people or helping type organi-
zations the parent contacts in times cf
zrisis or- stress? (ta11`..46 then and verify-
whether they are contacted for help).

.60

14

V

Do the,parent:i keftp. appointments related

to the clre of th-ur children (teacher's
confererles, Soda: agenoid, etc.)'

a

To be adnihiarered at the end of six
,runt s:

What are the nuiber of incidents of ibuse
or neglect iA the family in the last six
months'

Does the-pi.reat de=n:trate he/she can
control Jum/her.telf when the children are

dif;ictlt or when they exprass negatile *F'4

:telt:its toward the panen7

What disciplinary measures dc- the parents

at-e? &re these measuras taar and
zonsistent?

Who are the people or helping type organi-
i.ationS the parent contacts in times of

crisis or stress' (talk to them and verify
whether they are contacted for help).

610 the pYikrits keep appointments relayed

to the care of tneir children (teacher's
conferences, socialagencies, etc.1'?

Does the parent demonstrate he/she can
control him/herself when the children are

difficult or when they epi.ess negatie
feelings toward the parent?

i
What disciplinary measures do the parents

4 use? Are these, measures fair and
consistent? *;

a.

D -1
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PROGRAM ,EVALUATION

How does theparept describe his/her
disciplinary techniques?

PROGRESS EVALUATION

How does the parent describe his/her
disciplinary techniques?

Is the home environment relaxed and'free , Is the home,environment relaxed and free
of major conflicts?of major conflicts?

Doe: the pare express a desire to im-
prove as a parer ?

Does the
his/her ,.ild
ot4er hi4dre

the behavior of
zongr:ent with that of

the sane age?

Dods the parent des,r.oe the child as an
individual with needs. desires and rights
of his/her own?

Does the parentodivAiss the child in
posttive terns?

Does de parent e;:pres's the desire to
enroll ina'parenting coupe?

ices the parent express a desire to im-
prove as a yalent?

Does the parent think the behavior of
his/her cnild is congruent qlth that of
other children the sage age?

Does the'parent describe the child as ax(
individual with needs, desires and rights,
of his/her own?

Does the parent discuss the child,rn
positive terms?

Does the parent express the desire to
enroll in a parenting course?

Does the parent /pproaca the child or Does the parent approach the child or
express approval of:the child during express approval of the child during

pla/ periods? play periods? r

.

C, the children stem Tel
presence of the parent

D -2

Do the children seerrelaxed in the
presence of the parents?

0-1
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PPOGRAM VALUAT IVA ,\ ?RC RES S EVALUATION

o thty seek the Parent' help? Do tncy seekthe parent's help?

Do they appelr frightened of the parents?

e child(rep) have beeh,removed from
the home, dor the parents keep scheduled
visits?

What are the number of situational crises
the family has experienced in the last
six monthi? (e.g., evictions - -a situa-

tion viewed by the parent as
overwhelming.)

Do the appear frigklened of the parents"

If the child(ren) have been removed from
the home, do the parents keep scheduled
visits*

what are the number of situational crises
the family has experienced in the 1st
six months? (e.g., evictions - -a s'tua-

tion viewed by the parent as
'overwhelming.)

4

How frequent haye youi contacts been do% fre.quent have your contacts been.
' with the farily in the last six months? with the family in the last six months'

(number) (number)

NOTE`OTHER PERTINENT FACTS,

I

If there has been an increase *?n conta cts,

does this result from the parent aide
helpingLthe client'openlY express his/her
problems/

40
If If there s been a decr ease in frequency'

of .conta s, does it indicate that the
parent a .de's efforts have reduced the,
need for your involvement? .

the parents think that invo4ement with
parentdides is valuable? so

What sppcific rovement hlPthe parent
94de.ln coping with the children (from
the parent aide's observatielikandcom-
ments by the CPS worker) ?J

'.

0
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PROGRAA EVALUATION PROGRESS EVALUATnN

What specific improvement has the
parent demons ted in his/her

. child rearing echniques?

ti

111

NOTE 01}MR PERTINENT FACTS:

Ar

e.
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What Are Parent Aides?*

In order for.individualsuand families to grawand function normally,
they must have,Oe support of warm and Understanding outsiders. This
role is nOrmaily filled by friends, relatives, neighbors, classmates,
work associates, or members of other social groups. But 'in a mobile

' society like ours, such helpful relationships are easily broken and
are difficult to reestablish.

.Families who abuse or'neglect their children often lack these w5rm,
supportive relationships.' Because of this lack, these parents look
to their children for the warmth and understanding they need. However,
children are not always able to meet their parents' needs.

Abusive and neglectful families are often in a state of crisis. The
crises may result fiBE minor or major problems but, because these
families have so few resources to call upon, they very seldom resOlire
crises successfully. ParentS believe they have failed when they are
unable to resolve crises, and this feeling of failure leads to abuses
or neglect.

Parent aides can act as friends' to abusive or neglectful parents who
have no one else to rely on. Parent aides act in a normal, friendly
way toward these parents. But there is a unique characteristic of
this friendship; it is one-sided. The parent aide will be doing all

- the listening,,sympathizing; and initiating of Conti-as. Thb parent
aide can help the parent explore possible solutions to problems, and
help the parent develop confidence and responsibility for their,own
deCisions. The parent aide an also point out community resources
that might beaof help to the parents.

How' will the parents react to the parent'aide? At first, parents may
have-difficulty trusting parent aides. They may see parent aides as
lust another authority figure there to criticize. The parents may
not be.home when the.aide comes over. Or they may call at inconvenient
times and complain about their children. But, eventually,, the parents

begin torrely'on the parent aides. They will realize.that the
aides are their friends,., that the aides are spending time with them
because they care about the parents as individuals. Gradually, as the
parents cot'to trust and to lean on the parent aides, their pattern
of relying on their children to have their' needs met will change.

*This material_was adapted from training materials developed by
Herron County, Michigan andthe SCAN Center in Spokane, Walhingt6n.

I
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What kind of person can become an effective parent aide? Parent
aides must have been raised in a warm, supportiye_environment,
surrounded by understanding people. Pareneaides should be experienced,.

parents, familiar with the normal frustrations of raising children and /r
with the typical behaviors of children of various ages. Parent aides
should be around the same age as the parents. they are working with,
because they will be more likely to experience common feeings and pro-
blems. And parent aides must have a flexible time schedule so they can
meet with the parents frequently.

A



A DOZEN TIPS FOR PARENT AIDES*

Be honest with your family.
respect you, Don't make

. in your promises. They

this will allow them to trust and
wises you can't fulfill. Be consistent

ve likely suffered much disappointment
and confusion.

W-
.

Keep in contactwith t a family. See them regularly. ,Let them know
they can copnt an you. d that you expect them to be responsible, too.

Be patient. The family's progress toirards trustitg you as well as
progress in their own behavior may be slow.

Don't do for the family hat they can
thin:: through their problems and find
cover t 'r own solutions. This will
own cop ability.

Don't be'cy.erkhoimed by multiple probl
tneir problems, to deal kith each one "ndi/idually. hhile working on
one problem, resist the pressure to be distracted by another.

3e prepared for set-backs an, disappointments. Your relationship with
the parents may oe like no otter they have known, if you refuse to re-
ject them. Set-backs may present crises which can enhance your relation-
ship if you stick with it.

do for themselves. Help them
rays to stimulate thetta
improve 'their Confidence in their

. Help the parents to separate

Give attention and affection without expecting outward thanks. Be sensi
tive,to the parents' positive behavior and reward it with attention, try
to _gnore behavior that is negative unless it appears that this behavior
will harm then cr others.

Listen-ter-the-parirrir-aird--reirrn-trow ,hey feel. After you know the facts
and.foellngs imolved, relate to their needs.' However, don't be naive
and all-oelieving. Wien in doubt, try to dig out the facts. At the same
time, though, try to exhibit trust as much as poss*ole. Give aJvice
sparingly. .

Lmpathice. !yourself in the parents' place. This illbe easier If
you pay)tareful 'attention ngt just to the words they say, but to subtle,
non-verbal messages that Are communicated.

Discover your eamily's strengths as well .24 weaknesses. They have heard
.Lenough criticism oftheiii weaknesses. Eaasize good points; these are
the bu.lding blocks to, success.

Respect confluences, Cet the parents know you will not discuss private
information with their friends or others no: directly involved. Hckever,
you must let them know that you will be in touch with CPS staff.

40 B. human. Let the parents know khen you are happy or disappointed kith
tneir actioas, but don't attack their character.

SCAN Training taterials, SCAN tolunteer Service, Inc., Little Rock,
Arkaiisas

E -3
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